Preparing 21st Century Students: What’s next in Information Technology

- Utility of classrooms
  - Flexible (lecture halls vs. classrooms)
- Furthering E-portfolios into more programs/majors
- RFID
- Accessibility of classrooms and technology and software for disabled

Enrollment Management: Attracting & Retaining High Quality Students

- Will Polytechnic allow expanding recruitment area?
- Finite number of students of color. Need support services to attract and retain them
- Scholarships help to attract minority students
- What are our strengths that will attract minority students and who would be able to answer this question?
- Need to retain our minority students
- Faculty and staff impact retention of minority students
- Evening and weekend courses attract non-traditional students

Polytechnic: Next Steps in our Designation

- Focus on educating within so faculty/staff are ambassadors

Program Alignment

- How is a school within a college different from a department? (model #3)
- School idea lends itself to polytechnic idea
- SVRI same college as rehab/counseling
- Would model #4 preclude a school of engineering, for example?
- Model #4- program directors would have 2 separate bosses
- Model #4- Is this too much/too radical of a change?
- Initial models didn’t put departments where they thought they should be
- From ACT department, Models 2,3 vs. 1,4- The dept. has been pulled apart multiple times across years

New

- Should we have a service-learning requirement?
- Experimental learning
- Globalized curriculum